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Crazy hobby club

I can …
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verb + verb in the -ing form / verb + that-clause / verb + to-infinitive (revision)

Go for it!
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I can ...
express how I feel about important personal experiences and events • understand a great deal of a lively conversation • understand idioms and compound words to do with house and home • quickly find important pieces of information, even in long, complex texts • clearly describe how to follow a procedure
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talk about personal preferences and compare these with others • talk about things that other people do for me • explain ideas using supporting points and relevant examples • describe what was happening before a specific time in the past • understand specialised discussions and make accurate notes as I listen to them • convey information or give arguments in writing for/against a certain standpoint • understand and follow recipes for various dishes
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I can ...
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Go for it!
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I can ...
discuss explanations of strange phenomena • analyse newspaper texts and identify the writer’s strategies for achieving a certain aim • synthesise and evaluate information from different newspapers • tell a story using different verb forms to create atmosphere and structure • contribute to the progress of a task by encouraging others to participate or to say what they think • summarise something clearly
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